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County of El Paso Purchasing Department 

 800 E. Overland Room 300 
 El Paso, Texas 79901  
 (915) 546-2048 / Fax: (915) 546-8180 

 

 

ADDENDUM 2 

 

To:  All Interested Proposers 

  

From:  Linda Mena, Inventory Bid Technician  

  

Date:  January 6, 2012 

  

Subject: Bid# 11-056, Uniformed Officers Badges and Patches for the County 

of El Paso  
 

  

Please Note:  
 The Bid opening has been extended to Wednesday, January 18, 2012 at 

2:00 p.m. 
 

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above 

referenced Bid; the following is the response to the questions: 

 

1. Do you have estimated quantities for the badges for a one 

year period?  

Answer: Estimated quantity 150  

 

2. The bid states that the vendor must submit one sample of 

Sheriff and Deputy Badge.  Is this before or after the bid is 

awarded? We already have the back dies for this badge but 

do not have the ribbon dies; it usually takes around 4-6 

weeks to cut dies.  We could send a badge that is very 

similar to this but not exactly the same for this bid. 

Answer: Vendor may send a paper illustration along with the 

similar badge.  We need to see if the badge is made correctly 

and the die is the correct color because some of these 

badges were newly designed from a new vendor.   
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3. Is there a way to find out the previous let pricing for these 

items?  

Answer: Refer to Attachment I (Previous Bid tabulation which 

included badges and patches). 

 

4. In reviewing the bid docs, I cannot find the QTY for each 

item. I apologize if I’ve overlooked it.  Please send QTY for 

each item or advise page number in bid documents. 

Answer: The Quantity varies throughout the year. Vendors 

must use EXHIBIT A pricing sheet provided in pages 8 and 9 

and provide unit cost per item. 


